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Abstract

The effectiveness of contrastive learning tech-
nology in natural language processing tasks is
yet to be explored and analyzed. How to con-
struct positive and negative samples correctly
and reasonably is the core challenge of con-
trastive learning. It is even harder to discover
contrastive objects in multi-label text classifi-
cation tasks. There are very few contrastive
losses proposed previously. In this paper, we
investigate the problem from a different an-
gle by proposing five novel contrastive losses
for multi-label text classification tasks. These
are Strict Contrastive Loss (SCL), Intra-label
Contrastive Loss (ICL), Jaccard Similarity Con-
trastive Loss (JSCL), Jaccard Similarity Proba-
bility Contrastive Loss (JSPCL), and Stepwise
Label Contrastive Loss (SLCL). We explore the
effectiveness of contrastive learning for multi-
label text classification tasks by the employ-
ment of these novel losses and provide a set
of baseline models for deploying contrastive
learning techniques on specific tasks. We fur-
ther perform an interpretable analysis of our
approach to show how different components of
contrastive learning losses play their roles. The
experimental results show that our proposed
contrastive losses can bring improvement to
multi-label text classification tasks. Our work
also explores how contrastive learning should
be adapted for multi-label text classification
tasks.

1 Introduction

Multi-label text classification is an important
branch of text classification technology (Chalkidis
and Søgaard, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022b). Differ-
ent from binary classification tasks or multi-class
classification tasks, multi-label classification tasks
need to assign at least one label to a piece of text.
Since the number of labels the text belongs to is
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Figure 1: Example of Multi-label classification task.

not fixed, it greatly increases the difficulty of the
model prediction. Specifically, the uncertainty in
the number of labels poses two challenges to the
training of multi-label text classification models:
the output logic of the model and the semantic rep-
resentation space of the model. In recent years,
most multi-label text classification research has fo-
cused on designing better output logic to solve the
uncertainty of the number of labels, such as trans-
forming the multi-label text classification problem
into a multi-task problem (Lin et al., 2022). How-
ever, for another challenge, how to construct a bet-
ter semantic representation space for multi-label
text classification models, little research attention
has been paid.

The existence of multi-label samples can eas-
ily confound the semantic representation space,
thereby posing a challenge in data analysis and
modeling. When confronted with multi-label sam-
ples, the semantic representation space becomes
susceptible to distractions, where the boundaries
between different classes become blurred. This
blurring effect stems from the inherent ambiguity
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that arises when multiple labels coexist within a sin-
gle sample, causing uncertainty in the multi-label
classification tasks. Take the multi-label emotion
classification task as an example (shown in Fig-
ure 1), in which the “happy” sample (assumed to
be sample A) shares a label with the “happy, sur-
prise” sample (assumed to be sample B), and at
the same time, the “surprise” sample (assumed to
be sample C) also shares a label with the sample
B (shown in Figure 1 (a)). Therefore, in the ideal
state, the multi-label classification model assumes
that sample A and sample B are located in a simi-
lar semantic space, and that sample B and sample
C are located in another similar semantic space
(shown in Figure 1 (b)). Figure 1 (c) shows how
the samples of the “happy” category and the sam-
ples of the “surprise” category are confounded in
the semantic space. This will cause sample A and
sample C to be brought closer indirectly, even if
their labels are completely different. As far as we
know, the semantic representation of multi-label
samples is still an open issue in the multi-label text
classification task. Therefore, this paper focuses on
using contrastive learning to improve the seman-
tic representation of multi-label text classification
models.

As an emerging technology, contrastive learning
has achieved good performance in various fields of
natural language processing (Khosla et al., 2020;
Gao et al., 2021). How to construct positive and
negative samples correctly and reasonably is the
core challenge of contrastive learning. In multi-
label text classification tasks, it is a great challenge
to incorporate the contrastive learning module. It
is more difficult for contrastive learning to perform
well in multi-label text classification tasks than in
other text classification tasks because implicit infor-
mation representation of multi-label text is richer
in the semantic space, which makes it more diffi-
cult to define positive and negative samples. Exist-
ing studies have proposed unsupervised contrastive
learning methods to improve the performance of
the model on multi-label text classification tasks
(Khosla et al., 2020), and there are also working to
improve supervised contrastive learning (Gao et al.,
2021). However, the exploration of contrastive
learning in multi-label text classification tasks is
still very limited.

As the typical task in multi-label text classifi-
cation, multi-label emotion classification task (Li
et al., 2022; Ju et al., 2020; Ameer et al., 2023) and

multi-label news classification task (Wang et al.,
2021) have received extensive attention. In this
paper, we propose five contrastive losses for multi-
label text classification tasks and verify the per-
formance of our method with the multi-label emo-
tion classification task and multi-label news clas-
sification task as the representative tasks. More
specifically, they are Strict Contrastive Loss (SCL),
Intra-label Contrastive Loss (ICL), Jaccard Simi-
larity Contrastive Loss (JSCL), Jaccard Similarity
Probability Contrastive Loss (JSPCL), and Step-
wise Label Contrastive Loss (SLCL). These five
different strategies define the positive samples and
negative samples of contrastive learning from dif-
ferent perspectives to pull the distance among dif-
ferent types of samples into the semantic space. To
compare the effects of the five strategies, we fur-
ther conduct an interpretable analysis to investigate
how the different contrastive learning methods play
their roles. The experimental results show that our
proposed contrastive losses can bring improvement
for multi-label text classification tasks. In addi-
tion, our methods could be considered as a set of
baseline models of viable contrastive learning tech-
niques for multi-label text classification tasks. This
series of contrastive learning methods are plug-and-
play losses, which can be applied to any multi-label
text classification model, and to a certain extent,
bring effective improvements to the multi-label text
classification model.

The major contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

(1) For multi-label text classification tasks, we
propose five novel contrastive losses from different
perspectives, which could be regarded as a set of
baseline models of contrastive learning techniques
on multi-label text classification tasks.

(2) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that proposes a series of contrastive learning
baselines for multi-label text classification tasks.
At the same time, we also explore in detail the
impact of different contrastive learning settings on
multi-label text classification tasks.

(3) Through interpretable analysis, we further
show the effectiveness of different contrastive learn-
ing strategies in transforming the semantic repre-
sentation space.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Multi-label Text Classification
In the field of text classification, multi-label text
classification (MLTC) is always a challenging prob-
lem (Lin et al., 2022). A sample of multi-label
text classification consists of a text and a set of
labels. There is a correlation among labels. For
this, some research transforms the multi-label clas-
sification problem into the seq2seq problem and
learns the potential correlation among labels with
the sequence generation model (Nam et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2021). Yang et al.
(2019) proposed a reinforcement learning-based
seq2set framework, which can capture the corre-
lation among tags and reduce the dependence on
tag order. In addition, there is some research in-
troducing label embedding so that the model can
simultaneously learn the feature information of
text and the co-occurrence information of labels.
Ma et al. (2021) proposed to learn statistical la-
bel co-occurrence via GCN. LELC (Joint Learn-
ing from Label Embedding and Label Correlation)
simultaneously learned labels attention and label
co-occurrence matrix information (Liu et al., 2021).
Zhang et al. (2021) ensembled the MLTC and the
label co-occurrence task to enhance label correla-
tion feedback.

Most dataset of MLTC has the data distribu-
tion imbalance problem: imbalance within labels,
among labels, and among label-sets. The studies
we have discussed above, which use label embed-
ding, have alleviated the impact of label imbalance
to some extent while learning label association.
Some research solves the problem of data imbal-
ance by resampling. For example, based on the
edited nearest neighbor rule, Charte et al. (2014)
proposed a multi-label undersampling algorithm.
They defined a measure of the differential distance
between label sets in order to heuristically remove
unnecessary samples during resampling. Consider-
ing the problem in terms of object functions, Ridnik
et al. (2021) proposed an asymmetric loss that dy-
namically adjusts the asymmetry levels to balance
the effect of positive and negative samples in train-
ing.

2.2 Multi-label Emotion Classification
Sentiment analysis (Xu et al., 2016) is of great sig-
nificance to society, economy and security. In early
studies sentiment analysis (Mohammad and Tur-
ney, 2013; Turney, 2002) is implemented based on

the sentiment polarity dictionary. These methods
utilize unsupervised methods such as point mutual
information (PMI) to construct an emotional dic-
tionary based on the basic emotional word set, and
then calculate the emotional weight value and emo-
tional polarity of the text according to the viewpoint
words with different intensity of positive, neutral
and negative emotional tendencies in the dictionary.
While some studies (Socher et al., 2013; Nakov
et al., 2013) transform sentiment analysis into bi-
nary or mutil-classification problems, which leads
to many subsequent supervised learning studies
based on machine learning and neural networks.

In recent years, more and more scholars
(Shmueli et al., 2021; Mohammad et al., 2018) re-
garded the sentiment analysis task as a multi-label
problem, and accordingly, Yilmaz et al. (2021) in-
troduced it into multi-label sentiment analysis by
adapting the focal loss and proposed a dynamic
weighting method to balance each label’s contribu-
tion in the training set. Alhuzali and Ananiadou
(2021) transformed the problem of multi-label sen-
timent classification into span-prediction by means
of prompt learning, and proposed a label relation-
ship perception loss. They converted labels into
tokens and inputted them into BERT together with
the original input text, and used the attention mod-
ule of the Transformer and the knowledge learned
in the pre-train stage to learn the correlation of emo-
tional labels. In addition to encoding labels and
sentences with BERT at the same time, EduEmo
(Zhu and Wu, 2022) also introduced the encoder of
Realformer (He et al., 2021) to model the associa-
tion between each elementary discourse unit and
sentiment labels.

2.3 Contrastive Learning

In recent years, contrastive learning has gradually
become one of the important techniques in natural
language processing and computer vision. In the
field of natural language processing, contrastive
learning is usually used to improve the quality of
embedding representation by comparing feature
vectors, bringing semantically similar and same la-
bel embeddings closer, and distancing semantically
dissimilar and different label embeddings.

Contrastive learning could be divided into super-
vised contrastive learning and unsupervised con-
trastive learning. Khosla et al. (2020) proposed
a supervised contrastive learning method, which
took the original label of the sample as the an-
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chor, and made the clusters of the same label closer
to each other, and the clusters of different labels
far away from each other in the embedding space.
To improve the sentence-level representation, Sim-
CSE used dropout technology for unsupervised
contrastive learning and natural language inference
dataset for supervised contrastive learning (Gao
et al., 2021). Some research introduced supervised
contrastive learning into the pre-training process of
PLMs, and experiments result on their downstream
tasks showed that the performance of pre-trained
models was generally improved (Gunel et al., 2020;
Qin et al., 2021).

2.4 Contrastive Learning for Multi-label Text
Classification

At present, the application of contrastive learning in
multi-label classification mainly focuses on image-
related tasks. MulCon, an end-to-end framework
for multilabel image classification, used image
label-level embeddings with a multi-head attention
mechanism to transform the multi-label classifica-
tion problem into the binary classification problem
for each label-level embedding (Dao et al., 2021).
Małkiński and Mańdziuk (2022) proposed a super-
vised multi-label contrastive learning method for
abstract visual reasoning. They reconstructed the
contrastive loss function according to the multi-
label problem, allowing sample pairs to contrast
all labels. Zhang et al. (2022a) proposed a gen-
eral hierarchical multi-label representation learn-
ing framework, which introduced hierarchical loss
retention and hierarchical constraints.

However, different from the representation space
of images, the implicit information representation
of text is richer, which makes it more difficult to
define positive samples and negative samples, and
it is more difficult for contrastive learning to show
good performance. Research of contrastive learn-
ing in multi-label text classification is focusing
on unsupervised multi-label contrastive learning
(Zhou et al., 2022). What’s more, Su et al. (2022)
attempted to improve supervised contrastive learn-
ing by using the knowledge of existing multi-label
instances for supervised contrastive learning. Bai
et al. (2022) proposed to take the sample features
as anchor samples, and take the corresponding pos-
itive labels and negative labels as positive and neg-
ative samples for supervised contrastive learning.
However, the exploration of contrastive learning in
multi-label text analysis tasks is still very limited.

Figure 2: Example of different standards.

3 Contrastive Loss for Multi-Label Text
Classification

In this section, we describe in detail the applica-
tion of our proposed different contrastive learning
methods on multi-label text classification tasks. We
take the multi-label emotion classification task as
an example to describe our method. It is worth
noting that our proposed method can not only be
applied to multi-label emotion classification tasks,
but also can be applied to other multi-label text
classification tasks.

Suppose a minibatch which contains K sam-
ples D = {(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . , (XK , YK)}
and I = {1, . . . ,K} is the sample index set. Given
a sample index i, Xi is the text sequence of samples
i and its label set is denoted as Yi. After encoding
by the multi-label text classification model M , we
could obtain the sentence representation vector eti
and the emotion representation matrix Ee

i of Xi,
where Ee

i = {ei1, ei2, . . . , eil} and l represents
the total number of emotion labels. It is worth not-
ing that the model M here can be any deep learning
multi-label language model. Yi is the one-hot en-
coding of the label, i.e. Yi = {y1, y2, ..., yl}. For
a given i-th emotion yi ∈ {0, 1}, yi=0 means that
this type of emotion does not exist in the text, and
yi=1 means that this type of emotion exists in the
text. We further define the label prediction prob-
ability distribution of the model M output as pi.
Contrastive learning aims to change the semantic
representation space of the model. Since the multi-
label classification tasks are more complex than
the single-label classification tasks, the main ex-
ploration of our paper is how one can construct
positive and negative samples for contrastive learn-
ing.
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When contrastive learning is applied to multi-
label text classification, for an anchor, the defini-
tion of its positive samples can be diversified. For
example, when a strict standard is implemented,
positive samples are defined as samples with ex-
actly the same label set (shown in figure 2 (a)),
when a loose standard is implemented, positive
samples are defined as samples with partly the
same label set (shown in figure 2 (b)). For dif-
ferent positive samples, contrastive learning pulls
different samples closer in semantic space for a
given anchor. In the strict standard, we could find
that for an anchor point, there are fewer positive
samples, and samples containing some similar fea-
tures cannot be pulled closer. In the loose stan-
dard, there are more positive samples for an anchor
point, which may indirectly bring samples of dif-
ferent labels closer. Therefore, different positive
and negative sample construction methods affect
the optimization goal of the model. What’s more,
there are two different types of contrastive learn-
ing, Feature-based Contrastive Learning (FeaCL)
(Fu et al., 2022) and Probability-based Contrastive
Learning (ProCL) (Li et al., 2021). FeaCL uses
semantic representations of sentences as the basic
component to build the contrastive objective func-
tion. ProCL constructs the contrastive objective
function from the perspective of probability distri-
butions instead of semantic representations. Using
different features for contrastive learning will also
affect the optimization of the model. In order to
explore how contrastive learning can be better ap-
plied to multi-label text classification tasks, we in-
troduce five different contrastive learning methods
SCL, ICL, JSCL, JSPCL, and SLCL, as below.

3.1 Strictly Contrastive Loss

As a strict standard method, SCL requires that only
when the label set of the sample is exactly the same
as the label set of the anchor point can it be used
as a positive contrastive sample of the anchor point.
Therefore, SCL does not consider samples that par-
tially overlap with the anchor label set. In addition,
SCL is also a method of FeaCL type, which uses
the semantic representation of samples obtained
from model encoding as the contrastive feature. In
the SCL, for a given sample i, all other samples
that share the same label set with it in the batch
form the set S = {s : s ∈ I, Ys = Yi ∧ s ̸= i}.
Then we could define the SCL function for each
entry i across the batch as

LSCL = − 1

|S|
∑

s∈S
log

exp(
sim(eti,e

t
s)

τ )
∑

k∈I\{i} exp(
sim(eti,e

t
k)

τ )
(1)

where sim(·) indicates the cosine similarity
function.

3.2 Jaccard Similarity Contrastive Loss

SCL is a strict contrastive learning method, which
only pulls the samples with the exact same label
closer, while JSCL operates on the samples to dif-
ferent degrees according to the similarity of the
labels of the samples. We use Jaccard coefficient
(Jaccard, 1912) to calculate the label similarity be-
tween samples. Similar to SCL, JSCL uses the
semantic representation of samples obtained from
model encoding as the contrastive feature. For a
given sample, JSCL will zoom in as close as possi-
ble on samples with the exact same label while only
slightly zooming in on samples that have some of
the same labels. In the JSCL, for a given sample i,
we could define the JSCL function across the batch
as

LJSCL = − 1

|I|
∑

s∈I
log

|Yi∩Ys|
|Yi∪Ys| · exp(

sim(eti,e
t
s)

τ )
∑

k∈I\{i} exp(
sim(eti,e

t
k)

τ )
(2)

3.3 Jaccard Similarity Probability
Contrastive Loss

Li et al. (2021) suggested that ProCL can produce
more compact features than feature contrastive
learning, while forcing the output probabilities to
be distributed around class weights. Based on
JSCL, we try to use probability for contrastive
learning. In the JSPCL, for a given sample i, we
could define the JSPCL function across the batch
as

LJSPCL = − 1

|I|
∑

s∈I
log

|Yi∩Ys|
|Yi∪Ys| · exp(

sim(pi,ps)
τ )

∑
k∈I\{i} exp(

sim(pi,pk)
τ )

(3)

3.4 Stepwise Label Contrastive Loss

SLCL is another way to consider contrastive learn-
ing among samples with labels that are not exactly
the same. The previous three contrastive learning
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methods mainly consider the situation when multi-
ple emotions are considered at the same time, while
SLCL considers different emotions separately, cal-
culates the contrast loss separately, and then com-
bines the losses of each emotion. In the JSPCL, for
a given sample i, all other samples that share the
same label yj with it in the batch form the positive
sample set Sj . The set of positive samples under
each emotion label is S = {S1, S2, ..., Sq} and q is
the emotions’ number of sample i. Then we could
define the SLCL function for each entry i is across
the batch as

LSLCL = −1

q

∑

Sj∈S

1

|Sj |
∑

s∈Sj

log
exp(

sim(et
i,e

t
s)

τ
)

∑
k∈I\{i} exp(

sim(et
i
,et

k
)

τ
)

(4)

3.5 Intra-label Contrastive Loss
Different from several other contrastive losses to
narrow the semantic representation of samples with
the same labels, ICL aims to make multiple emo-
tional representations existing in the same sample
closer. That is, ICL narrows the distance among
emotional representations, while not narrowing the
distance among sample representations. In the ICL,
for a given sample i and the indexes of i’s emotion
IY = {1, ..., l}, we could define the ICL function
for the j-th emotion of each entry i as

LICLj = − 1

|IY |
∑

s∈IY

log
exp(

sim(eij ,eis)

τ
)

∑
k∈IY \{j} exp(

sim(eij ,eik)

τ
)

(5)

LICL =
1

|Yi|
∑

Yi

LICLj (6)

3.6 Training Objective
To train the model, we combine the contrastive loss
with cross-entropy and train them jointly. This aims
to use a contrastive loss to close the distance be-
tween positive samples, while maximizing the prob-
ability of correct labels through a cross-entropy
loss. The overall training objective is calculated as
follows:

L = α · LCL + (1− α) · LBCE (7)

where LCL ∈ { SCL, ICL, JSCL, JSPCL, SLCL}.

4 Experiments and Analysis

4.1 Dataset
In order to investigate multi-label text classification
tasks, we have selected the SemEval2018 (Moham-

mad et al., 2018) multi-label emotion classification
(MEC) task in English, Arabic, and Spanish as an
illustrative example. The MEC datasets have been
annotated to identify the presence of eleven discrete
emotions, namely anger, anticipation, disgust, fear,
joy, love, optimism, pessimism, sadness, surprise,
and trust. In order to examine the efficacy and
applicability of our approach, we have conducted
experiments on a multi-label news classification
(MNC) task in addition to the multi-label emotion
classification task. For this purpose, we utilized an
open source Indonesian multi-label news classifica-
tion dataset (Wang et al., 2021), comprising 8 labels
including society, politics, economy, technology,
military, environment, culture, and others. Each
sample in the dataset is associated with at most
two category labels. The datasets were initially
partitioned into three distinct subsets, namely the
training set (Train), validation set (Valid), and test
set (Test). For the purpose of training and testing,
the default partitioning method of the dataset was
directly employed. We evaluate our methods using
the micro F1-score, macro F1-score, and Jaccard
index score (JS) in accordance with the metrics in
SemEval2018 (Mohammad et al., 2018). For each
language, Table 1 summarizes the train, valid, and
test sets and shows the number of instances in each
set.

4.2 Experimental Settings
We use SpanEmo1 proposed by Alhuzali and Ana-
niadou (2021) as the base model. SpanEmo is a
SOTA model for multi-label text classification tasks
proposed by Alhuzali and Ananiadou (2021), they
trained the model with a loss combining the cross-
entropy loss and the label-correlation aware (LCA)
loss (Yeh et al., 2017). We replaced the LCA loss of
this model with several of our proposed contrastive
losses for comparison. In addition to the SpanEmo
model, we also compared the models with superior
performance under each dataset separately. For the
MEC task, the English models include JBNN (He
and Xia, 2018), DATN (Yu et al., 2018), NTUA
(Baziotis et al., 2018), LEM (Fei et al., 2020), and
ReRc (Zhou et al., 2018). On the Arabic dataset,
we compare our method with EMA (Badaro et al.,
2018), Tw-StAR (Mulki et al., 2018a), HEF (Al-
swaidan and Menai, 2020) and BERT-base (Xu
et al., 2020). On the Spanish dataset, we used

1Since our proposed method is based on SpanEmo for
experiments, we also reproduce the experimental results of
the method.
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Info./Lang. English Arabic Spanish Indonesian
Train (#) 6,838 2,278 3,561 3373
Valid (#) 886 585 679 860
Test (#) 3,259 1,518 2,854 1841
Total (#) 10,983 4,381 7,094 6074

Classes (#) 11 11 11 8
Type MEC MEC MEC MNC

Table 1: Data Statistics.

Method FMacro FMicro JS
BNN 52.80 63.20 -
ReRc 53.90 65.10 -
DATN 55.10 - 58.30
NTUA 52.80 70.10 58.80
LEM 56.70 67.50 -

SpanEmo 57.00 70.32 58.30
JSCL 57.68 71.01 59.05

JSPCL 57.42 70.75 58.58
SLCL 56.62 70.9 58.9
ICL 57.59 70.49 58.6
SCL 57.63 70.8 58.89

Table 2: Experimental results on English dataset.

Tw-StAR (Mulki et al., 2018b), ELiRF (González
et al., 2018), MILAB (Mohammad et al., 2018) and
BERT-base (Xu et al., 2020) as comparison models.
To address the MNC task, we have identified and
selected the state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods that
have demonstrated superior performance on this
dataset. The chosen methods comprise SGM (Yang
et al., 2018), SU4MLC (Lin et al., 2018), mBERT
(Xu et al., 2020), Indonesian-BERT (Wang et al.,
2021), and Indonesian-BERT+Sim (Wang et al.,
2021).

All experiments were carried out using PyTorch2

and an RTX TITAN with 24 GB of memory. Us-
ing the open-source Hugging-Face implementa-
tion3, we fine-tuned “bert-base”4 (Wolf et al., 2020)
for English. What’s more, we selected “bert-
base-arabic” 5 constructed by Safaya et al. (2020).
for Arabic and “bert-base-spanish-uncased”6 con-
structed by Canete et al. (2020) for Spanish. We
set the same hyper-parameters with a fixed initial-
ization seed for three models training, where the

2https://pytorch.org/
3https://huggingface.co/
4https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
5https://huggingface.co/asafaya/bert-base-arabic
6https://huggingface.co/dccuchile/bert-base-spanish-

wwm-uncased

batch size is 32 and the feature dimension is 768.
The dropout rate is 0.1 and the early stop patience
we set as 10 and 20 epochs. With a learning rate of
1e-3 for the FFN and 2e-5 for the BERT encoder,
Adam was chosen for optimization. For the loss
weight α, we use the Hyperopt7 hyperparameter
selection method (Bergstra et al., 2011) to search
for the optimal parameters under each contrastive
learning method. For each model, we used five
different random seeds to carry out experiments,
and the scores of five experiments were averaged
as the final score.

4.3 Results and Analysis

Main Performance for MEC. As shown in Table
2 to Table 4, all five of our contrastive learning
strategies essentially delivered improvement to the
model for the MEC task, with the JSCL approach
performing best on the English dataset, reaching
57.68, 71.01 and 59.05 for FMacro, FMicro and
JS respectively, an improvement of 0.68, 0.69 and
0.75 over the SpanEmo model. The performance
improvement of our method is more obvious on
the Arabic dataset, where the FMicro value of the
SLCL method is 1.25 higher than that of SpanEmo,
and the FMicro and JS of the SCL method are im-
proved by 0.90 and 1.49 respectively. The SCL
method also performed well on the Spanish lan-
guage dataset, achieving the highest JS value of
53.52.

Main Performance for MNC. As shown in Ta-
ble 5, in the task of MNC, the SCL method exhibits
superior performance, achieving noteworthy scores
of 74.29, 85.27, and 84.06 for FMacro, FMicro and
JS metrics respectively. These remarkable results
substantiate the efficacy of the SCL approach in ad-
dressing the MNC challenge. Our five contrastive
learning methods have a significant improvement
effect on the model on FMacro„ indicating that our
methods can improve the categories with poor per-

7http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
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Figure 3: 2D visualization of
SpanEmo’s semantic space.

Figure 4: 2D visualization of
JSPCL’s semantic space

Figure 5: 2D visualization of
ICL’s semantic space

formance, thereby alleviating the class imbalance
problem of MNC tasks to a certain extent.

Comparison between Out-sample and In-
sample. In general, one particular method, referred
to as ICL, exhibits comparatively less improvement.
This approach primarily emphasizes contrasting la-
bels within a single sample, considering the labels
present in the text as positive examples and those
absent as negative examples. However, due to its
limited ability to pay attention to label relation-
ships across different texts, ICL fails to effectively
capture the inherent distinctions among labels.

Comparison between Strict Standard and
Loose Standard. Through the comparison be-
tween the loose standard loss JSCL and the strict
standard loss SCL, we can find that the overall per-
formance of SCL on the four datasets is better, that
is, to a certain extent, strict standard contrastive
learning methods are more suitable for multi-label
text classification tasks than loose standard con-
trastive learning methods.

Method FMacro FMicro JS
Tw-StAR 44.60 59.70 46.50

EMA 46.10 61.80 48.90
BERTbase 47.70 65.00 52.30

HEF 50.20 63.10 51.20
SpanEmo 53.63 65.81 53.94

JSCL 54.08 66.00 54.14
JSPCL 53.70 65.86 53.98
SLCL 54.88 66.37 54.65
ICL 54.26 66.13 54.17
SCL 54.27 66.71 55.43

Table 3: Experimental results on Arabic dataset.

Comparison between ProCL and FeaCL.

Through the results of JSCL and JSPCL, we could
find that the method of the ProCL type does not
perform as well as the method of the FeaCL type
in terms of performance. We believe that because
the semantic space of the multi-label text model
is too complex, it is more effective to directly fo-
cus on the semantic space of the model than the
probability distribution.

Method FMacro FMicro JS
Tw-StAR 39.20 52.00 43.80

ELiRF 44.00 53.50 45.80
MILAB 40.70 55.80 46.90

BERTbase 47.40 59.60 48.70
SpanEmo 55.49 63.34 52.68

JSCL 55.62 63.45 52.94
JSPCL 56.44 64.16 53.31
SLCL 56.00 63.56 52.69
ICL 55.82 63.46 52.66
SCL 55.88 63.70 53.52

Table 4: Experimental results on Spanish dataset.

Interpretable Analysis. Taking the experimen-
tal results in Spanish as an example, we analyze the
interpretability of our method from the multi-label
dimension and the single-label dimension respec-
tively. In the multi-label dimension, we use the
entire test set for analysis, consider the samples
with identical labels to be under the same cluster,
and then use the T-SNE method for dimensional-
ity reduction and visualization. At the same time,
we also calculated the Calinski-Harbasz score of
cluster clustering to evaluate whether the seman-
tic representation space of each category can be
well discriminated. It is worth noting that under
the single-label dimension, we only use the test set
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Figure 6: 2D visualization of
JSCL’s semantic space

Figure 7: 2D visualization of
SLCL’s semantic space

Figure 8: 2D visualization of
SCL’s semantic space

Method FMacro FMicro JS
SGM 44.08 74.24 -

SU4MLC 40.38 75.66 -
mBERT 66.56 81.85 -

Indonesian-BERT 67.57 84.53 -
Indonesian-BERT

+Sim
70.82 84.66 -

SpanEmo 71.62 85.09 83.66
JSCL 73.13 85.23 83.98

JSPCL 72.17 84.91 82.81
SLCL 73.47 85.19 83.86
ICL 74.22 85.15 83.82
SCL 74.29 85.27 84.06

Table 5: Experimental results on Indonesian dataset.

with only one label for interpretable analysis.
The interpretable analysis results for each

method in the multi-label dimension and the single-
label dimension are shown in Table 6. The larger
the interpretable analysis results, the higher the
discrimination of samples of different categories
in the semantic space, and the better the semantic
representation ability of the model. It can be seen
that in addition to SLCL, other contrastive learn-
ing methods can make the samples of the same
category in the semantic space more compact, and
the boundaries of sample clusters of different cat-
egories are more obvious. SLCL aims to narrow
the representation of categories, so it cannot make
the boundaries between different categories more
obvious. Among them, JSCL and SCL have better
effects in optimizing the semantic representation
space. As a rigorous contrastive learning method,
SCL achieves the best results on multi-label di-
mension evaluation, with a Calinski-Harbasz value

Method Multi-label Singel-label
SpanEmo 5.64 48.07

JSCL 24.07 200.48
JSPCL 17.80 131.54
SLCL 4.35 42.33
ICL 13.43 109.55
SCL 25.14 198.84

Table 6: Interpretable analysis results

of 25.14. When evaluates from a multi-label per-
spective, JSCL performs slightly worse than SCL,
but when evaluated from a single-label perspective,
JSCL achieves the highest Calinski-Harbasz score
of 200.48. We also further visualize the semantic
space under the single-label dimension, as shown
in Figures 3 to 8. It can be clearly seen that in JSCL
and SCL, each category is more closely aggregated,
and the boundaries among different categories are
also more obvious.

5 Conclusion

To investigate the efficacy of contrastive learning
using various methodologies, we offer five effective
contrastive losses for multi-label text classification
tasks. The experimental results of this paper show
that contrastive loss can improve the performance
of multi-label text classification tasks. Further-
more, we find that strict criteria contrastive learning
and feature-based contrastive learning outperform
other contrastive learning methods on multi-label
text classification tasks. In the future, based on
these two methods, we will further explore the con-
trastive loss that is more suitable for multi-label
text classification tasks.
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Limitations

This paper proposes five novel contrastive losses
for multi-label text classification tasks. However,
our method has the following limitations:

1. We only selected the multi-label emotion clas-
sification task and multi-label news classification
as the representative of the multi-label text classifi-
cation tasks.

2. We only conduct experiments on the single
modal of text, and have not extended to multi-
modal tasks.

3. Our method chooses the SpanEmo model as
the backbone, lacking attempts to more models.
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